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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the uprates is one of the most hal-

lenging problems faing physiists today beause

the rih, omplex and highly unusual behaviour

of eletrons in these materials is foring us to re-

examine the ornerstones of solid state theory. A re-

markable property of the materials is the fat that a

simple tuning of their hemistry an take any given

ompound all the way from insulator to superon-

dutor, by doping eletrons or holes into the CuO

2

planes whih stak up to form the rystal stru-

ture. In attempting to unravel the mysterious ways

of these doped arriers, sientists may be witness-

ing the breakdown of two hugely suessful theo-

ries of 20th entury physis: the Fermi-liquid the-

ory of eletrons in metals and the Bardeen-Cooper-

Shrie�er (BCS) theory of eletron pairing and on-

densation in superondutors. The onept of an

eletron as the basi partile arrying both spin

and harge in the metalli state is being threa-

thened. The notion of superondutivity as a phase

transition at whih both eletron pairing and long-

range phase oherene our simultaneously is un-

der siege. \Spin-harge separation" and \preformed

pairs" are only two amongst several hotly debated

issues. Others inlude the uni�ation of magnetism

and superondutivity and the mirosopi nature

of the vortex state produed in the presene of a

magneti �eld. Numerous experimental tehniques

have been brought to bear on this vast subjet [1℄.

In this artile, we outline what has been learnt from

studies of heat transport. The most powerful appli-

ations of this tehnique { the thermal Hall e�et

and ondution at very low temperature { have only

reently been developed to the point where they

an lead to penetrating insights, and the �rst �nd-

ings are the subjet of this artile. As we shall see,

nothing in this will fore us to go outside the frame-

work of Fermi-liquid or BCS theory in their general

form. However, note that muh of the territory still

lies ahead unexplored { for example, little has been

done yet on the fasinating (\underdoped") regime

between the superonduting state and the antifer-

romagneti (insulating) state.

HEAT TRANSPORT

Superondutors are perfet ondutors of eletri

harge but very bad ondutors of heat. This is be-

ause eletri urrents are arried by the Cooper

pairs that form the superonduting ondensate,

whih has zero entropy, while heat (or entropy) is

only arried by the elementary exitations out of

that ground state, or quasipartiles. A measure-

ment of heat transport therefore probes the nature

of the superonduting state via its quasipartile en-

ergy spetrum, by giving aess to the gap funtion,

its de�ning harateristi.

The measurement involves passing a heat urrent

through a sample and deteting the temperature

gradient that develops along it. The ratio of power

_

Q generated by a heater �xed at one end over the

temperature di�erene �T between two points sep-

arated by a distane L is the thermal ondutivity:

� =

_

Q

�T

L

A

(1)

where A is the sample ross-setion. The tehnique

is straightforward as long as one has good ontrol

over the thermometry and ensures that no heat

ows through seondary hannels. Fig. 1 shows the

thermal ondutivity of YBa

2

Cu

3

O

7

, for a arrier

onentration slightly higher than \optimal" dop-

ing (i.e. maximal T



' 93 K). The large peak be-

low T



, whose magnitude inreases with inreasing
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Figure 1: Temperature dependene of the thermal on-

dutivity of YBa

2

Cu

3

O

6:99

, for a heat urrent along the

a axis of the orthorhombi rystal. The arrow marks

the transition temperature observed in resistivity. [2℄

sample purity, is due to the tremendous growth of

the eletroni mean free path as the temperature is

dereased below T



, a result of the preipitous sup-

pression of the strong eletron-eletron sattering

present in the normal state as eletrons ondense

into Cooper pairs. This understanding �rst ame

from eletrodynami studies at mirowave frequen-

ies (see artile by Bonn and Hardy).

ELECTRONS AND PHONONS

The main diÆulty with the interpretation of ther-

mal ondutivity data is that both eletrons and

phonons arry heat. For example in the data of

Fig. 1, the ondutivity above T



is predominantly

due to phonons. Two ways have been devised to

aurately isolate the eletroni ontribution. The

�rst is the thermal analog of the Hall e�et, whereby

a transverse magneti �eld (normal to the CuO

2

planes) deets the eletrons but not the phonons.

Measurements of the purely eletroni thermal Hall

ondutivity �

xy

(T ) have been used to show that

eletrons are in large part responsible for the peak

below T



, while aounting for only 10% or so of

the longitudinal �

xx

in the normal state [3℄. As this

novel tehnique further develops, a detailed om-
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Figure 2: Thermal ondutivity of optimally-doped

Bi

2

Sr

2

CaCu

2

O

8

, YBa

2

Cu

3

O

6:9

and La

1:83

Sr

0:17

CuO

4

at very low temperature. Insulating (deoxygenated)

YBa

2

Cu

3

O

6:0

is also shown for omparison. The lines

are linear �ts to the data below 130 mK. [6℄

parison of �

xy

and �

1

measured at mirowave fre-

quenies is expeted to yield insight into the nature

of eletroni arriers and their mutual interation.

The seond way of separating eletron and phonon

ontributions is from their temperature depen-

denes as T ! 0. Heat ondution is the produt of

spei� heat, arrier veloity and mean free path:

� =

1

3

 v ` (2)

At very low temperatures the mean free paths of

eletrons and phonons are independent of temper-

ature; the eletrons limited by impurity sattering

and the phonons by the boundaries of the sample.

In this ase, temperature dependene is given en-

tirely by the spei� heat, whih is linear in T for

eletrons and ubi in T for phonons. Therefore,

T ! 0 :

�

T

= A+BT

2

(3)

In the remainder of this artile, we onentrate on

the residual linear term A, the magnitude of whih

is diretly related to the quasipartile energy spe-

trum. The ability to probe the eletron system at

T ! 0 has two advantages: the strongly orrelated

eletrons have settled into their simplest on�gura-

tion, free from muh of the omplexity that devel-

ops at higher temperature, and theoretial results

2



are more aurate and robust at T = 0.

LOW-ENERGY QUASIPARTICLES

The thermal ondutivity of YBa

2

Cu

3

O

x

(YBCO)

at temperatures below 200 mK is shown in Fig. 2,

for the two extreme states of arrier onentration:

1) the insulating state (x = 6:0), with no mobile

holes, and 2) the superonduting state near op-

timal doping (x = 6:9), with mobile holes in the

CuO

2

planes. In the insulator, A = 0 in Eq. 3

and all ondution is due to phonons. Exatly

the same result is found for a standard superon-

dutor, haraterised by a �nite gap for all dire-

tions of eletron motion (s-wave symmetry): the

number of thermally exited quasipartiles below

T



/10 is exponentially small. As holes are added to

the CuO

2

planes in YBCO via oxygenation, a siz-

able linear term is seen to develop, with a value

A = 0:14 � 0:03 mW K

�2

m

�1

[4℄. A similar

behaviour is found for the other two holed-doped

uprate superondutors Bi

2

Sr

2

CaCu

2

O

8

(BSCCO)

[5, 6℄ and La

1:83

Sr

0:17

CuO

4

(LSCO) [6℄. The obser-

vation of eletroni ondution in a superondutor

down to T



/1000 is unpreedented, and it points

unequivoally to the presene of itinerant fermioni

exitations of zero energy. We now show that this

\residual normal uid" is due to quasipartiles in a

gapped spetrum with d-wave symmetry.

In BCS theory, the exitation spetrum in the su-

peronduting state is given by

E(k) =

q

�

2

(k) + �

2

(k) (4)

where k is the momentum vetor, �(k) is the ele-

troni energy in the metalli state (relative to the

Fermi energy) and �(k) is the gap funtion. In a

pairing state with d

x

2

�y

2

symmetry, the quasiparti-

les are distint from those in onventional super-

ondutors in that they have a unique energy versus

momentum relation as a result of their unonven-

tional gap struture. This takes the approximate

form �

d

(k) = �

0

os(2�), where � is the azimuthal

angle in the (k

x

; k

y

) plane measured relative to the

k

x

axis. In omparison, a standard superondu-

tor with isotropi gap has �

s

(k) = �

0

. Note that

�

d

(k) vanishes along the lines � = �

�

4

and �

3�

4
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Figure 3: TOP PANEL: Planar setion of the Fermi

surfae of a typial uprate, made of ylinders entered

on the orners of the Brillouin zone. The two diagonal

lines orrespond to diretions along whih �(k) van-

ishes for d

x

2

�y

2
symmetry. Nodes in the energy spe-

trum are found where these lines ross the Fermi sur-

fae, shown as four dots. BOTTOM PANEL: Energy

vs momentum relation for the nodal quasipartiles.

(or k

x

= �k

y

). As shown shematially in Fig. 3,

this gives rise to four nodes on the Fermi surfae

of hole-doped uprates, whih in essene onsists of

a ylinder entered on eah orner of the Brillouin

zone at (�

�

a

;�

�

a

), where a is the lattie onstant.

Near eah node, the energy is given by

E(k) = �h

q

v

2

F

k

2

1

+ v

2

2

k

2

2

(5)

where v

2

= (d�

d

=d�)=(�hk

F

) is the slope of the gap

at the node, v

F

and k

F

are the Fermi veloity and

momentum, and k

1

and k

2

are the omponents of

k normal and parallel to the loal Fermi surfae.

Eq. 5 desribes a onelike spetrum (see Fig. 3),

with a dispersion perpendiular and parallel to the

Fermi surfae given respetively by v

F

and v

2

. The

density of states of \nodal" quasipartiles grows lin-

early with energy at low energy, a property whih

governs all low-temperature properties, for example

the linear temperature dependene of the penetra-

3



tion depth (see artile by Bonn and Hardy). In the

next setion, we will show how the heat ondu-

tion measured at T ! 0 is lear evidene for these

d-wave nodal quasipartiles and how it provides a

diret measure of their dispersion.

UNIVERSAL CONDUCTION

In a rystal of YBa

2

Cu

3

O

6:9

, the replaement by a

Zn atom of 1 or 2 out of every 100 Cu atoms in

the CuO

2

plane auses a major hange in the trans-

port properties. The eletrial resistivity aquires a

sizable onstant term and the peak in the thermal

and mirowave ondutivities below T



disappears

almost entirely, as the elasti sattering rate is in-

reased by a fator of 10 to 100. Remarkably, suh

an inrease in sattering rate was found to have no

impat on the ability of the residual normal uid

to ondut heat [7℄. This an arise in an unonven-

tional superondutor beause of the two-fold e�et

of impurity sattering: not only does it limit the

mean-free path, it also generates a �nite density of

quasipartiles at zero energy, roughly speaking by

broadening the apex of the one in Fig. 3. In the

ase of a d-wave gap, those two e�ets ompensate

exatly at T = 0, resulting in a universal ondu-

tivity, independent of impurity onentration [8℄:

T ! 0 :

�

T

=

k

2

B

3�h

n (

v

F

v

2

+

v

2

v

F

) (6)

where n is the number of CuO

2

planes per meter

staked along the -axis. A measurement of the

residual linear term in �(T ) is thus seen to be a di-

ret measure of the ratio of quasipartile veloities,

v

F

and v

2

. Using the data in Fig. 2 one gets

v

F

v

2

= 14,

19 and 12 for YBCO [4℄, BSCCO [5℄ and LSCO, re-

spetively. In the ase of BSCCO, the dispersion at

the node was measured spetrosopially by angle-

resolved photoemission, giving

v

F

v

2

= 20 for optimal

doping [9℄. This exellent agreement shows that the

residual linear term in the heat transport is entirely

due to d-wave quasipartiles, paving the way to a

systemati study of the ground states of uprates.

Its observation in YBCO and LSCO, where the gap

funtion has not been resolved via photoemission,

on�rms d-wave symmetry in these materials and

gives us the dispersion.

One a value for v

F

=v

2

is obtained, it an be used to

ompute various properties within the Fermi-liquid

framework. For example, it is of fundamental in-

terest to understand by what mehanism the su-

peruid density n

s

(T ) is suppressed with inreas-

ing temperature (see Fig. 4 in artile by Bonn and

Hardy). Is the suppression due to utuations in

the amplitude of the order parameter (i.e. ther-

mally exited quasipartiles) or utuations in the

phase? The quasipartile ontribution to n

s

(T ) is

proportional to v

F

=v

2

[8℄, and a omparison of heat

transport and penetration depth data for YBCO

and BSCCO reveals that there are enough quasi-

partiles at low temperatures to fully aount for

the drop in superuid density, showing that phase

utuations need not be invoked [5℄.

THE VORTEX STATE

An applied magneti �eld H penetrates a superon-

dutor in the form of vorties, i.e. lines at the entre

of a rotating superuid ow �eld. In the presene

of this superuid moving at veloity v

s

, the quasi-

partile energy is modi�ed aording to

E(k)! E(k) + �h k � v

s

(7)

where v

s

= v

s

(r) varies in magnitude and diretion

throughout the material, being largest lose to the

vortex entre. Therefore, depending on the loal di-

retion of v

s

, the one of exitation shown in Fig. 3

will either move up or down in energy. On aver-

age, this will indue a �nite density of states at the

Fermi energy proportional to

p

H, orresponding to

those ones of exitation that have moved down in

energy. The ideal way of probing these �eld-indued

exitations is to look at the heat transport.

This is done in Fig. 4 for YBCO. The appliation

of a modest magneti �eld (ompared to the �eld

needed to destroy superondutivity) learly leads

to an inrease in the eletroni ondution [4, 10℄.

The �eld dependene of the residual linear term was

reprodued quantitatively by semi-lassial alula-

tions based on the Doppler shift de�ned in Eq. 7

[11℄, assuming reasonable values for v

F

, v

2

and the

impurity sattering rate. It is far from obvious why

4



suh alulations should work, as the usual basis for

the desription of eletron states in a magneti �eld

may not hold for d-wave quasipartiles in the vor-

tex state. Several issues need be explored, inluding

�eld-indued phase transitions [12℄ and the absene

of Landau quantization.

In onlusion, the piture that emerges from studies

of heat transport in uprates at T = 0 and optimal

doping is ompletely in agreement with Fermi-liquid

and BCS theory (generalized for d-wave symmetry).

The question is: does this ontinue to hold true

at high temperatures or in the underdoped regime,

where other evidene of breakdown is rife and dra-

mati? The future will reveal whether we have a

revolution on our hands or if the old guard of Lan-

dau and Fermi will hold their ground.
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